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Abstract

Background: Hand-food-mouth disease (HFMD) cases can be fatal. These cases develop rapidly, and it is important to
predict the severity of HFMD from mild to fatal and to identify risk factors for mild HFMD. The objective of this study was to
correlate the levels of serum inflammatory cytokines with HFMD severity.

Methods: This study was designed as a nested serial case-control study. The data collected included general information,
clinical symptoms and signs, laboratory findings and serum cytokine levels.

Results: The levels of IL-4, IL-6, IL-10, TNF-a and IFN-c in patients with severe HFMD were significantly higher than in mild
patients during the 2nd to 5th day after disease onset. The levels of IL-4, IL-6, IL-10 and IFN-c increased from the 2nd day to
the 4th day and later decreased. The levels of TNF-a were high on the first two days and subsequently decreased. The
changes of IL-10, TNF-a and IFN-c in the controls were similar for all cases. The levels of IL-4, IL-6 and IL-17 in the controls
were not significantly different with the progression of HFMD.

Conclusions: Our findings indicate that the IL-4, IL-6, IL-10, TNF-a and IFN-c levels correlate with HFMD severity.
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Introduction

Hand-foot-mouth disease (HFMD) is caused by enterovirus 71

(EV71) and coxsackievirus (CV) A16, and it continues to be a

major public health issue in southeastern Asian countries and

regions [1–4]. HFMD is typically mild and self-limiting. HFMD is

most prevalent in children, almost all of whom recover within 4–6

days [5]. However, some patients may quickly develop very severe

HFMD with complications, including encephalitis, encephalomy-

elitis, meningitis, pulmonary edema, circulatory failure, and other

serious complications, even death.

Numerous studies have shed light on the etiology and

epidemiology of HFMD, and have helped medical professionals

and public health officials worldwide understand this condition. In

recent years, several HFMD outbreaks occurred in China, Japan,

Taiwan, New Zealand and Singapore [1–4,6–9]. From May 2008

to April 2009, the China CDC reported 765,220 HFMD cases,

including 4,067 severe cases and 205 deaths, with a total incidence

rate of 57.9/100,000. Of these, 81.59% were severe cases and

96.43% of the deaths presented with EV71 infection. More than

80% of severe cases and all deaths occurred in 0–6 years age

group, and the deaths were primarily due to severe HFMD with

complications [10]. The continuing epidemic of HFMD and the

potential for serious complications has evoked the highest level of

attention from the Chinese government. In response, the Chinese

government listed HFMD as a nationally notifiable disease since

May 2008. A screening criterion for severity was also recom-

mended according to the clinical manifestations, particularly for

children younger than 3-years old. Currently, tests and biomarkers

that prospectively predict the progress of HFMD have yet to be

developed. Key laboratory findings as potential indicators of

severity are not well known, and in particular, the host immune

response during the course of the disease also remains unclear.

Previous studies examined cellular cytokines in EV71 patients with

different outcomes [11]; however, the dynamic changes of these

cytokines during the course of disease were unclear.
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Therefore, the objective of this study was to determine the risk

factors of severe HFMD and to assess the relationship of T cell-

related serum inflammatory cytokine levels, including interleukin

(IL)-4, IL-6, IL-10, IL-17, interferon (IFN)-c and tumor necrosis

factor (TNF)-a, with the progression of HFMD and its severity.

Methods

Study subjects and design
Based on the nested case-control study postulate, our study was

designed as a nested serial case-control study. All subjects from the

Zhengzhou children’s hospital were identified prospectively and

diagnosed based on the Chinese guidelines for HFMD diagnosis

and treatment (Chinese Ministry of Public Health, revised in 2010)

[12]. A total of 102 patients were selected from the hospitalized

children (male 62, female 40) aged 6 years and younger (age range,

6–77 months), diagnosed with HFMD during the study period of

April 2012 to November 2012 if they had the onset of at least one

of the following features: maculopapular or vesicular rash on the

palms and/or soles and vesicles or ulcers in the mouth. They were

designated prospectively as cases (65 severe cases) and controls (37

mild cases). All subjects were allocated into 4 case-control series

according to their course of disease when they visited the hospital

as follows: for the 2nd day, 3rd day, 4th day, and 5th day after

HFMD onset, the sample size was 9, 15, 22, 19 in the case groups

and 9, 9, 9, 10 in the controls, respectively. At the first hospitalized

day, serum samples from all patients were obtained.

The study was reviewed and approved by the Life Sciences and

Ethics Committee of Zhengzhou University and the Ethics

Committee of the Zhengzhou Children’s Hospital. Written

informed consent was obtained from each participants parents

before enrollment.

Definitions of cases and controls
The cases were defined as having severe or fatal HFMD [13],

with severe neurological symptoms, such as febrile seizures,

myoclonic jerks, and leg trembling, and more serious complica-

tions, including encephalitis, meningitis, acute flaccid paralysis

(AFP), cardio respiratory failure, or death. Controls with mild

HFMD were without any serious complications.

Measurements and data collection
The data were collected using a pre-designed structured

questionnaire covering the general information, clinical symptoms

and signs, laboratory findings, and other factors that may be

associated with or indicate severe and fatal HFMD by trained

interviewers through face-to-face interviews with the children’s

parents or babysitters and/or medical reports.

The serum concentrations of IL-4, IL-6, IL-10, IL-17, IFN-c
and TNF-a were measured by enzyme linked immunosorbent

assay (ELISA) kits (Shanghai Joyee Biotehnics, Shanghai, China)

according to the manufacturer’s instructions. The detection limits

of these parameters were consistent with the manufacturer’s

instructions. The collected stool samples were submitted for virus

isolation. The samples were inoculated into human embryonic

fibroblast (MRC-5), LLC-MK2, HEp-2, and rhabdomyosarcoma

(RD) cell cultures. When the enteroviral cytopathic effect involved

more than 50% of the cell monolayer, the cells were scraped and

indirect fluorescent-antibody staining with a panenteroviral

antibody (Chemicon International, Temecula, CA, USA) was

performed to identify the enterovirus. These isolates were

subsequently identified as EV71 by reverse-transcriptase PCR

and sequencing analysis within the VP-1 region of EV71.

Statistical analysis
The database software program SPSS v. 13.0 (SPSS Inc., USA)

was used for statistical analysis. Differences in the means of the

continuous variables were tested using Student’s t-test or Kruskal-

Wallis test, depending on the validity of the normality assumption

and the homogeneity of variance. For categorical variables, the

proportions were compared using Fisher’s exact test or the Chi-

square test. A two-tailed p-value of ,0.05 was considered

significant. Multivariate analysis was performed to examine the

adjusted odds ratio for risk factors using logistic regression. A

significance level of ,0.05 was used for this study.

Results

General characteristics of the participants
During the study period of April 2012 to November 2012, 102

patients with HFMD were identified, with 65 cases and 37

controls, who recovered completely with no deaths. The mean

time for mild to severe HFMD was 2.51 days (61.83 days). The

mean age was 23.54 months (613.00 months), and the male/

female ratio was 1.5/1. The mean age of the controls was 22.57

months (612.93 months), and the male/female ratio was 1.6/1.

There was no significant difference between the cases and controls

for age and gender (P.0.05).

Patient clinical characteristics at hospital admission are

presented in Figure 1. Of the 102 patients, the most common

symptoms were fever and rash (100% in cases vs. controls),

followed by hypersomnia (100% in cases and 81.1% in controls).

Neurological symptoms occurred in all cases, including hyper-

somnia (100%), myoclonic jerks (100%), leg trembling (12.3%) and

febrile seizures (10.8%); whereas, no neurological symptoms were

present in the controls, except 30 children (81.1%) who presented

hypersomnia. Cough occurred in 9.2% cases and 11.8% controls.

Of the patients, 23.1% of the cases and 5.4% of the controls were

vomiting. Furthermore, of the cases, there were a greater

proportion of patients with complications compared to the

controls, including brainstem encephalitis (12.3% vs. 0), neuro-

genic pulmonary edema (1.5% vs. 0), and sepsis (13.8% vs. 8.1).

However, the percentage of pneumonia/bronchitis (40.5%) in the

controls was higher than in the cases.

Laboratory findings
Table 1 summarizes the laboratory findings. In the cases vs.

controls, laboratory values of white-blood-cell count, neutrophils,

lymphocytes, red-blood cell count, hemoglobin, hematocrit,

aspartate aminotransferase, acetate dehydrogenase, creatine

kinase, a-hydroxybutyric acid, and C-reactive protein levels were

not significantly different (P.0.05). EV71-positive samples were

found in 76.9% of cases vs. 45.9% of controls (P,0.05). The

degree of fever (.39uC) was 40% vs. 16.2%, duration of fever (.3

days) was 64.9% vs. 18.9, length of in-hospital stay (.5 d) was

53.8% vs. 32.4%, heart rate (.130/min) was 47.7% vs. 32.4%,

and respiratory rate (.35/min) was 41.5% vs. 21.6%, for cases

and controls, respectively (all P,0.05).

Multivariate analysis
To determine the relative importance of the factors associated

with severity, a multivariate analysis was performed. In the logistic

regression model, EV 71-positive (95% CI 1.325–11.550), degree

of fever (.39uC) (95% CI 1.088–11.540), duration of fever (.3

days) (95% CI 2.204–19.664), and length of in-hospital stay (.5 d)

(95% CI 1.404–12.609) were significantly associated with severity

(Table 2).

Serum Cytokines and HFMD Severity
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T cell-related serum inflammatory cytokines’ levels
Figure 2 indicates the relationships between the levels of T cell-

related serum inflammatory cytokines and the course of HFMD

onset between cases and controls. The following descriptions for

the serum cytokines levels are as the median (P50) and quartiles

(P25,P75). The median serum levels of IL-4 in the cases were

significantly higher than in the controls during the 2nd to 5th day

after disease onset and were 12.98 (12.60,13.92) vs. 9.26

(7.61,11.11), 19.10 (18.32,20.27) vs. 10.74 (9.81,12.23),

23.22 (21.74,26.02) vs. 10.74 (10.00,12.23), and 23.02

Figure 1. Clinical characteristics of case vs. control patients. BE = brainstem encephalitis; NPE = neurogenic pulmonary edema.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0112676.g001

Table 1. Laboratory values, cases vs. controls.

Variable Cases (n = 65) Controls (n = 37) P-value

Degree of fever (.39uC) 26 (40) 6 (16.2) 0.000*

Duration of fever (.3 days) 42 (64.6) 7 (18.9) 0.000*

Length of in-hospital stay (.5 d), n(%) 35 (53.8) 12 (32.4) 0.008*

Heart rate (.130/min), n (%) 31 (47.7) 12 (32.4) 0.005*

Respiratory rate (.35/min), n (%) 27 (41.5) 8 (21.6) 0.000*

WBC6109/l, mean (6 SD) 10.4463.85 10.2963.23 0.832

PMN percent, mean (6 SD) 49.33616.68 50.49615.59 0.738

Lymphocytes percent, mean (6 SD) 44.39616.11 41.03615.04 0.319

RBC61012/l, mean (6 SD) 4.3560.30 4.4060.33 0.619

Hemoglobin g/l, mean (6 SD) 111.48619.22 106625.96 0.215

Hematocrit percent, mean (6 SD) 44.1963.72 34.4562.75 0.185

SGOT U/l, mean (6 SD) 34.83610.08 38.58620.73 0.242

LDH U/l, mean (6 SD) 294.89643.07 295.67657.85 0.116

CPK U/l, mean (6 SD) 100.19691.42 77.40641.01 0.153

a-hydroxybutyric acid U/l, mean (6 SD) 199.27636.44 190.42645.78 0.100

C-reactive protein mg/l, mean (6 SD) 8.98615.84 11.89617.33 0.368

IgM g/l, mean (6 SD) 1.1860.35 1.5162.32 0.075

IgA g/l, mean (6 SD) 0.4760.21 0.4960.29 0.071

IgG g/l, mean (6 SD) 7.2663.38 6.9962.16 0.471

C3 g/l, mean (6 SD) 1.3160.27 1.2660.30 0.806

C4 g/l, mean (6 SD) 0.2960.11 0.3560.22 0.054

NSE ng/ml, mean (6 SD) 22.1068.66 190.42645.78 0.485

HEV71 positive, n (%) 50(76.9) 17(45.9) 0.000*

SD, standard deviation; WBC, white blood cells; PMN, polymorphonuclear neutrophils; RBC, red-blood cell; SGOT, serum glutamic oxaloacetic transaminase; LDH, lactate
dehydrogenase; CPK, creatine phosphokinase; NSE, neuron-specific enolase.
*Statistically significant difference.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0112676.t001
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(21.44,25.42) vs. 10.37 (9.44,11.02), respectively (P = 0.001 for

the 2nd day, and P,0.001 for the other days). The levels of IL-4

among the cases were significantly different and increased from

the 2nd day to 4th day (P,0.001). There was no significant

difference in the IL-4 levels between the 4th day and 5th day

(P = 0.564) among cases. The highest level of IL-4 in the cases

occurred at the 4th day after disease onset. The controls were not

significantly different for HFMD progression (P = 0.146). The

serum levels of IL-6 of the cases were significantly higher than in

the controls during HFMD from days 2 to 5 as follows: 53.22

(47.42,63.12) vs. 21.40 (16.99,28.16), 72.49 (56.61,75.61) vs.

27.97 (26.42,30.43), 65.20 (44.91,79.52) vs. 25.71 (22.31,
29.42), and 35.70 (31.46,43.29) vs. 24.20 (22.31,26.48),

respectively (P = 0.019 for the 2nd day and P,0.001 for the

other days). The levels of IL-6 in the cases were significantly

different during the early stage of HFMD (2nd day, 3rd day), and

the highest level occurred at 3rd day after disease onset, then

significantly decreased from the 4th day (P,0.001). The levels of

IL-6 among the 4 subgroups in the controls were not significantly

different (P = 0.148). The levels of IL-10 among the cases were

significantly higher than in the controls during the progression of

HFMD from days 2 to 5 as follows: 16.86 (12.48,27.45) vs. 10.18

(7.42,16.70), 44.66 (41.33,47.97) vs. 22.50 (19.77,29.25), 77.00

(68.93,82.14) vs. 34.64 (32.97,39.00), and 57.20 (47.97,62.42)

vs. 35.65 (29.77,42.99), respectively (P = 0.001 for the 2nd day

and P,0.001 for the other days). The levels of IL-10 in the cases

were significantly different and increased during the early stage of

HFMD from the 2nd day to the 4th day and were the highest at

the 4th day, then significantly decreased on the 5th day (P,0.001).

The levels of IL-10 in the controls were significantly different from

the 2nd day to 5th day (P,0.001).

The serum levels of IL-17 of the cases were not significantly

different than the controls for the 4 stages and were 16.86

(12.48,27.45) vs. 12.47 (5.93,88.29), 15.54 (9.85,31.87) vs.

36.32 (9.41,71.86), 29.21 (10.07,99.70) vs. 18.62 (8.54,34.56),

and 15.98 (9.85,48.86) vs. 14.45 (8.43,52.80), respectively

(P = 0.894, 0.222, 0.338 and 0.613, respectively). In the cases,

the levels of IL-17 increased from the 3rd day to the 4th day, and

then decreased, although the results were not significantly different

(P = 0.398). In the controls, the levels of IL-17 increased from the

2nd day to the 3rd day and then decreased; however the difference

was not significant (P = 0.915).

The levels of TNF-a in the cases were significantly higher than

in the controls during the four stages and were 63.03

(53.56,87.42) vs. 19.42 (17.35,22.90), 35.52 (25.43,42.55) vs.

14.37 (10.08,18.21), 26.98 (20.53,31.86) vs. 9.06 (6.27,16.52),

and 29.60 (28.02,33.34) vs. 6.15 (4.02,11.46), respectively

(P = 0.003 for the 3rd day and P,0.001 for the other days).

The highest level of TNF-a in the cases occurred at the 2nd day

after disease onset, and then significantly decreased from the 2nd

day to 4th day (P,0.001), and there was no significant difference

between the 4th day and the 5th day (P = 0.116). The levels of

TNF-a in the controls also significantly decreased from the 2nd

day to 5th day (P,0.001). The levels of IFN-c in the cases were

significantly higher than in the controls during the 4 days and

were 35.02 (34.13,36.29) vs. 38.93 (35.93,40.80), 63.83

(61.40,65.21) vs. 44.63 (36.01,47.69), 56.10 (54.18,57.94) vs.

41.91 (39.12,44.63), and 57.23 (56.22,58.51) vs. 44.84

(44.36,46.41), respectively (P = 0.017 for the 2nd days and

P,0.001 for the other days). The levels of IFN-c of the cases

significantly increased during the early stage of HFMD from the

2nd day to the 3rd day and then significantly decreased

(P,0.001). The levels of IFN-c in the controls were similar

(P = 0.008).

Discussion

It is necessary to predict the occurrence of severe or fatal

HFMD and identify risk factors for mild HFMD because fatal

cases develop rapidly and progress to sympathetic hyperactivity,

pulmonary edema and/or pulmonary hemorrhage, and cardio-

pulmonary collapse [1,14–16]. To prevent the development of

severity and avert death though close monitoring and timely

intervention, particularly for children younger than 3-years old,

the Chinese government has recommended screening criterion for

severity. However, different hosts of the same enterovirus, such as

EV71, have different clinical symptoms and outcomes [17].

Numerous studies compared the clinical symptoms and

manifestations between severe or fatal HFMD and mild HFMD

to identify severe and critical cases of HFMD [10,18]. Currently,

we highlight several important signs for characterizing cases of

HFMD as severe. Neurological symptoms occurred in all severe

cases, including hypersomnia, myoclonic jerks, and/or vomiting,

and/or leg trembling, and/or febrile seizures. Notably, myoclonic

jerks (100% in cases and 0 in controls) presented during the early

stage of onset of severe HFMD, which is easily identifiable and can

be used as an early sign to predict central nervous system (CNS)

involvement. Chong et al. reported that vomiting may be a signal

indicating CNS involvement [19], whereas Yang et al. showed that

leg trembling was associated with severe HFMD [13]. In our

study, vomiting occurred in 23.1% of the severe cases and 5.4% of

the mild HFMD, and only 12.3% of the severe cases exhibited leg

trembling. In addition, the severe cases presented a high

proportion of complications for brainstem encephalitis, neurogenic

pulmonary edema and sepsis. These results may be attributed to

Table 2. Multivariate analysis of the disease factors, cases vs. controls.

Risk factors b SE Waldx2 P OR 95%CI

Degree of fever (.39uC) 1.265 0.603 4.408 0.036* 3.543 1.088–11.540

Duration of fever (.3 days) 1.885 0.558 11.395 0.001* 6.584 2.204–19.664

Length of in-hospital stay (.5 d) 1.437 0.560 6.584 0.010* 4.208 1.404–12.609

HEV71 positive 1.364 0.552 6.098 0.014* 3.912 1.325–11.550

Heart rate (.130/min) 0.322 0.624 0.267 0.605 1.380 0.407–4.685

Respiratory rate (.35/min) 0.252 0.707 0.127 0.722 1.286 0.322–5.146

*Statistically significant difference.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0112676.t002
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the higher number of EV71 positive cases compared to the

controls [13]. Previous studies indicated that EV71 is more likely

to cause serious complications than other enteroviruses and usually

leads to brainstem encephalitis, neurogenic pulmonary edema,

and circulation failure [14–16]. We also found that EV71 positive

status was a significant risk factor for severity. However, serious

complications often presented in the late stage of severity and

etiological examination usually requires special equipment and is

time-consuming, making this application difficult for general

medical practice or for every patient [20]. Therefore, key

laboratory findings are more helpful, except for significant clinical

manifestations. such as myoclonic jerks.

In our patient population, the degree of fever (.39uC), duration

of fever (.3 days) and length of in-hospital stay (.5 d) were risk

factors for severity. Heart rate variability, using a simplified 5-

minute recording, is also useful for detecting changes of the

autonomic nervous system and disease progression [21]. No

specific laboratory markers were found for biochemical and EV71-

specific humoral immunity, except for EV71 infection as an

indicator of severity. The biochemical results may be relevant to

the spectrum of EV71 clinical manifestations. EV71 infection

patients with pulmonary edema had significantly higher median

blood levels of glucose and WBC count than patients without

pulmonary edema [22], and had higher total WBC counts,

absolute bandform counts, absolute neutrophil counts and platelet

levels than those with isolated brainstem encephalitis [23]. In our

study, because there was only one individual with pulmonary

edema, a further stratified analysis was not conducted.

Cellular rather than humoral immunity is correlated with the

clinical outcome of EV71 [11]. In our present study, the serum

levels of IL-4, IL-6, IL-10, TNF-a and IFN-c in severe patients

were significantly higher than in mild patients during the 2nd to

5th day after disease onset, which indicated that IL-4, IL-6, IL-10,

TNF-a and IFN-c may be involved in disease severity. Whether

the median serum levels detected in this study are the best

thresholds to identify different stages of HFMD and severity onset,

requires additional studies. IL-6 .70 pg/ml was the best predictor

of EV71 encephalitis with pulmonary edema [24]. However, the

Figure 2. The serum levels of T cell-related immunological cytokines (ng/L, the median, quartiles and extreme values) on the day
after HFMD between cases and controls. (A, IL-4; B, IL-6; C, IL-10; D, IL-17; E, TNF-a; F, IFN-c). The blue box represents cases and the green box
represents controls.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0112676.g002
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criteria should be different to predict different complications, such

as CNS symptoms. Earlier studies indicated that increased TNF-a
and IL-6 secretion was detected after EV infection [24,25]. Studies

suggested that the enhanced expression of IL-1, IL-6, IL-10, IL-

13, IFN-c and TNF-a is associated with life-threatening compli-

cations in severe HFMD cases [22–24,26,27]. A recent study has

shown that IL-17 is involved in the pathological process of EV71

infection [28]. In our study participants, there was no difference

between cases and controls during the stages of disease. Wei et al.

showed that an increase of EV71 epitope-specific Th2 type

response might portend a poor prognosis for some HFMD patients

[29].

In this study, the changes of the serum levels of IL-4, IL-6, IL-

10, TNF-a and IFN-c in severe patients were different. The levels

of IL-4, IL-10 and IFN-c increased for the first three days and

then decreased. High levels of IL-6 and TNF-a were detected in

severe patients at disease onset, and then decreased with disease

progression.

Our study was designed as a nested series case-control study.

The patients were enrolled gradually in different series according

to their course of disease when they visited the hospital as follows:

2nd day, 3rd day, 4th day, and 5th day after HFMD onset. The

samples of exposure biomarkers (cytokines) were collected, and the

patients were then allocated into the case group (severe cases) and

control group (mild cases) according to the follow-up situations.

Therefore, the cases and controls came from the same original

population. The changes or trend of the exposure biomarkers

during the different stages of disease were analyzed and compared

between cases and controls. The study was population-based and

the results were of high credibility. This study describes the natural

changes of the serum levels of IL-4, IL-6, IL-10, TNF-a and IFN-c

during the stages of HFMD and it progression. Because of medical

ethics, the samples were collected only upon the admission of each

patient to the hospital. The cytokine profile before and after

immunoglobulin treatment significantly decreased for some

proinflammatory cytokines in patients with EV71 [23,30,31].

However, there are several limitations in this study. The subjects

were only hospitalized HFMD children and non-community

patients, and the results were also affected by the clinical

complications, such as neurological symptoms, brainstem enceph-

alitis, neurogenic pulmonary edema, and even death.

The IL-4, IL-6, IL-10, TNF-a and IFN-c levels correlated with

the progress of HFMD. The levels of IL-4, IL-6, IL-10 and IFN-c
during the progression to severe HFMD significantly increased

from the 2nd day to 4th day and then decreased. The levels of

TNF-a were high on the first and second day and then

significantly decreased. The peak levels of TNF-a, IL-6 and IL-

10 in the cases occurred on the 2nd, 3rd, and 4th day after onset of

HFMD, respectively.
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